HousingIowa Awards Narrative
The GNB Community Development Corporation (GNB CDC) is a subsidiary of GNB
Bank, a locally owned, community bank headquartered in Grundy Center, Iowa.
The GNB CDC was established specifically to create affordable housing in the
communities where we have locations, with plans of rehabilitating as many homes
as each market demands. GNB Bank has participated in many Needs Assessments
over the years and housing is always on the top of the list. While we are currently
working on our second housing project, our first home rehabilitation project was
successfully completed in 2019 with an affordable house project in the rural
community of Conrad.
The targeted property in Conrad was purchased on March 15, 2019. We began
renovating the property shortly thereafter and finished the renovations in August.
Our goal was to provide a nice, remodeled home at an affordable price. The
home went on the market in September and was sold to a young couple in
October, with the closing date in November. This inaugural project for the GNB
CDC went exactly as we had hoped. A dilapidated home was located and
purchased, renovated to bring it up to code and modernize it, put on the market
as an affordable home and sold – all within a nine-month period. This not only
helped the young couple buy a very nice home but also helped to beautify the
neighborhood and create interest and word-of-mouth about the GNB CDC and
what our goal is and what it can mean for the communities we serve.
A little background about the GNB CDC may be helpful to understand how the
corporation was formed. On September 21, 2017, GNB Bank received email
communication from the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago indicating that the Board of
Governors in Washington, D.C. gave us permission to establish the CDC and build single
family dwellings for Low To Moderate Income individuals (LTMI). The GNB Board of
Directors authorized our management team to then proceed with forming and funding
the CDC. The funding for the GNB CDC is considered a revolving account that is
replenished with funds as the homes are sold. Since our goal is to target LTMI individuals
and families, we are not using it as a profit center but rather a self-funded corporation
with the sole purpose of helping to create housing in our markets. While the plan is to
break even on each housing project, if that does not occur, GNB Bank will inject money
into the CDC to help get the next project started.
We believe the GNB CDC provides a creative solution to the housing issues that
plague our rural Iowa counties. We feel it is a natural fit for GNB Bank to help
address this in our local communities, so much so that one of our core values is to
Invest in Our Communities. Our businesses, families, individuals, local government,
and service organizations know we need to be strong together to be able to grow
and be a place people CHOOSE to live. We understand that the future success and
viability of GNB Bank is directly tied to the health and well-being of our communities.
We feel it is our responsibility to reinvest in our communities and the bank will continue
to provide the upfront funding to help keep the program sustainable. By providing the

funding to rehab or revitalize a home or build new affordable housing, we understand
intrinsically that GNB plays a vital role in helping keep the communities we call home
vibrant.
Due to the time it takes to find appropriate homes to rehabilitate or to find and
purchase developable lots, it has led the GNB CDC to set a goal of successful
completion of one to two homes per calendar year. After the successful completion of
our first project in Conrad, we began working with the City of Grundy Center to identify
homes that we could rehabilitate or, through our partnership with INRCOG (Iowa
Northland Regional Council of Governments), purchase and place completed homes
on empty lots. The City of Grundy Center presented the GNB CDC with three open lot
options and we have purchased all three for $1 each. While two of those lots are
smaller-sized and may only be able to accommodate one house on the combined lot,
the other lot does have potential for a second home to be purchased and placed from
the Homes of Iowa program at the Newton Correctional Facility. Our plan is to have the
second home project listed for sale by fall of 2020.
Thank you for considering our GNB CDC housing project for the 2020 HousingIowa
Awards.
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